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TRUSTING THE MACHINE
Trust the machines.. A simple statement that can conjure up a range of emotions. Thoughts of the
villainous HAL 9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey can strike a nerve of paranoia and fear. A toppling
of control from man to a man-made machine, straight out of Terminator, can create a sense of
loss and defeat.

Both of these concepts are rooted in forward-looking science fiction, and we’ve been conditioned
to think of the dynamic between man and machine as a relationship that we must dominate. A
battle for survival that, while always impending, isn’t going to happen in our lifetime. It will happen
when people wear those snazzy, illuminated jumpsuits and groovy bubble helmets.
The truth is that this dynamic between man and machine has been progressing for centuries.
We, as humans, always fear that we are close to going too far and giving the machines too much
control. But is there any reason to truly be afraid?
Innovation is often met with skepticism. Mechanical devices helped convince previous generations
that the world isn’t flat, that science isn’t witchcraft, and that you can pick up a clunky handle
and speak to someone miles away. All of these ideas freaked people out at first, but are now just
fundamental parts of daily life.
Today, we are part of a new era of innovation. Mechanical devices that once required human
input or interaction are giving way to technologies that operate nearly independent of human
input. Machine learning goes beyond human capacity, boosting the potential of technological
development and, as you will read in this paper, successful marketing programs that span all
channels.
Machine learning has led to a shift in the power dynamic between man and machine that makes
many people apprehensive. The idea of getting into a self-driving car for a cross-country voyage
can be nerve-racking, yet nearly every commercial plane uses autopilot to do the same. What may
be more surprising is that the first flight using autopilot flew in 1912!

TRUSTING THE MACHINE
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RETAIL AND THE RISE OF THE
MACHINES
Many retailers will consider themselves to be technologically progressive. After all, retailers who
weren’t quick to embrace the evolution of e-commerce over the past two decades have failed.
The era of brick-and-mortar dependency died as soon as consumers could purchase online.
Mobile devices have led to a new era of consumer empowerment, where expectations are high and
seamless shopping experiences between all channels are demanded.
This jolt in the evolution of consumer behavior has resulted in many retailers struggling to keep
the consumer engaged as they move between sites and stores using a combination of devices. The
consumer is one tap, swipe, or click away from abandoning your brand and completing an order with
a competitor.
Data has become the most important tool for retailers to keep consumers engaged. Automated
messages are triggered when a consumer takes an action, cart reminders are sent when items are left
behind, offers are targeted, and products are recommended.
These strategies have worked well for many retailers, but how long can this success last? Do we truly
have the time, budget, and brain power to effectively use the mountains of data we have amassed
over the past decade to connect with the consumer as they navigate this multi-channel, multi-device
landscape? The execution platforms in which many retailers use this data require human interaction.
Segments must be built. Offers must be created. Cart reminder timings must be set. But does this
human interaction help or hinder the progress of a multi-channel marketing program?
Retailers must take the step to go beyond the limits of human knowledge, begin to adopt a more
progressive perspective on customer intelligence, and trust machine learning, or risk declining
shopper engagement rates and lost sales. The ever-increasing, constantly evolving demands of the
consumer, the need to sell (or compete) online and in stores, and the emergence of new channels
where consumers learn about your products, are challenges that all retailers face today. The
complexities and intricacies required to succeed in this ecosystem are only going to become more
advanced. Have we met the human limits of e-commerce innovation?
Unfortunately, there currently isn’t a button you can simply press to start a machine that will
accomplish all of these tasks and send your site and store sales soaring. This paper, however, will
show you three ways you can start to use more advanced customer intelligence data and machine
learning to shift your strategies, expand your conceptual thinking, and boost the success of your
marketing programs across channels.
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MINE THE MACHINES:

PREDICT THE POTENTIAL:

EVOLVE THE EXECUTION:

Collect the data essential to
building a unified customer
profile that spans channels
and devices.

Harness machine learning
and predictive data to
better understand your
customer and transform your
marketing.

Use unified profiles and
data science to promote the
products and offers that will
lead to higher engagement
and increase sales regardless
of channel, device, or location.

RETAIL AND THE RISE OF THE MACHINES
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MINE THE MACHINES
Many marketing programs currently use profile, behavior, and purchase data to send targeted
messages. This common process, illustrated below, shows how marketers capture data, automate
their programs, and occasionally include personalized elements before deploying the message.

CAPTURE DATA

AUTOMATE

PERSONALIZE

ACROSS
CHANNELS

Personalization
Layer

3rd

COLLECT

EXECUTE

The messages, whether automated or sent en masse, represent marketing to a specific moment.
As the shopper moves along the purchase path, automated messages are triggered based on
further action or inaction by the shopper. While these messages can be relevant to a particular
point in time on the shopper’s journey, they often take a myopic view of who the customer is and
what promotions will lead to a purchase.
A shopper may visit your site, search and browse items, then drive to one of your stores. At the
store, they could share photos of the product on Facebook, interact with your app, and use their
phone to add the item to their cart on your mobile site.

MINE THE MACHINES
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Should these actions result in a cart reminder email? A retargeted display ad?
Product recommendations on your site? A store abandonment email? An in-app
push notification? How do you know which one is most likely to lead to a sale?

Determining the optimal messaging option for this single shopper would be a timeconsuming exercise. How could this possibly be done for all of your shoppers?

CAPTURE DATA

UNIFY

AUTOMATE

Unified
Profile

3rd

Personalization
Layer

COLLECT

A first step is to break away from this limited
view of shopper behavior and start using a
unified profile. With all interactions and points
of engagement consolidated and linked to the
individual, you are providing a foundation for
real customer intelligence strategies, insightful
trend reporting, and messaging that reaches the
customer where they are most likely to convert.
A truly unified profile will collect data from online
and in-store interactions. Rather than focusing
on a traditional, linear path to purchase, a
customer’s shopping experience is the sum of the
parts. These interactions, regardless of channel,
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ACROSS
CHANNELS

PERSONALIZE

EXECUTE

device, or location, work to define the shopper,
communicate with them more effectively, and
move them closer to becoming a customer.

UNIFIED PROFILE

COLLECT

IN-STORE

Store Visits
Physical Location
Offline Purchases

ONLINE

CRM Data
Web Interactions
App Interactions
Channel Engagement
Online Purchases
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PREDICT THE POTENTIAL
After building a unified profile, the next action is to take a step back and let the machines go to
work. Don’t worry, there is still an element of human interaction. Even planes using autopilot do
not operate completely independent of human involvement.
The purpose of using data science in tandem with a unified profile is to give you, the marketer,
the ability to make more informed decisions about your marketing, and streamline, or even fully
automate, many of the tasks that are currently required to engage customers and inspire an order.

CAPTURE DATA

UNIFY

Uniﬁed
Proﬁle

3rd

COLLECT

ANALYZE

AUTOMATE

Data-Science
Based Actionable
Intelligence

TRANSFORM

PERSONALIZE

ACROSS
CHANNELS

Personalization
Layer

EXECUTE

Do you know which products your defecting shoppers are likely to purchase?
How much would a 1% increase in engagement impact your monthly revenue?
How many of your most active customers are truly chronic product returners?

Shoppers are overwhelmed with marketing messages, and
yet most messages rarely connect with the shopper in a truly
meaningful way. Consider how personalized web interactions
have become in daily life. Social networks are the primary
way of communicating with friends and family. Phones are
in our pockets and purses wherever we go. Tablets are in
our beds as we fall asleep. Isn’t it time that your marketing
messages engage your shoppers in a more individual way?

DATA SCIENCE-BASED ACTIONABLE
INTELLIGENCE

TRANSFORM
IN-STORE

Store Affinity
O2O Recommendations
Complete LTV
Location Affinity
Refund Impact

Imagine this scenario: one of your most loyal customers,
Category Affinity
ONLINE
let’s call her Katie, lives in New York City but spends much
Product Affinity
of her downtime (and her money!) in Miami. She researches
Revenue Impact
her purchases while at home in Manhattan, often going
Recommendations
into stores to try on items. She asks her friends for input
Online LTV
on Facebook and builds wish lists in your app. Your annual
clearance event is launching as Katie takes off for Miami,
ready to spend her money. How are you going to reach her? Is it in the inbox, or via your app? Does
your data define her as a New Yorker, or a Miami resident? Do her web interactions classify her as
an online shopper, even though she always buys in-store?
Data science and machine learning take the burden away from having to manage these needle-ina-haystack scenarios. Instead, customer intelligence-driven campaigns will reach your customers
with the right offer, wherever they are currently located, and on the right device.
This is truly next-level automation, and it’s time for marketers to catch up to the consumer.

PREDICT THE POTENTIAL
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EVOLVE THE EXECUTION
You may be wondering if moving toward a unified profile and incorporating machine learning into
your marketing means abandoning your current successes and strategies. The simple answer is
that no, you do not have to undo everything you have done.
In fact, these advances into the world of next-era marketing, where channels and devices are part of
the process and not dividing lines, allow you to execute programs that were once unimaginable.
Here are a few ways you can bring more advanced customer intelligence into the equation to expand
upon programs you likely have in place today.
POST STORE PURCHASE MESSAGING

Post Store Purchase

Purchased oﬄine

Send email

Include treatment / recs
near oﬀers

Revenue attribution

Sending an email after a shopper has
completed an order on your site can help set
the foundation for long-term loyalty. Targeting
customers who have completed a purchase
in a store with post-purchase messages can
also be very eff ective, but treating your online
and in-store purchasers the same way isn’t
the best solution.Sending the same postpurchase communication to both online and
in-store purchasers is a one-size-fi ts-all option
that can lead to a disconnected experience
after a purchase has been made. Customers
completing an order in a store should also
benefi t from post-purchase messaging that is
relevant to where they purchased.

Purchase data that is part of your unifi ed
profile will identify your in-store purchasers
and send them messages that are customized
to their experience. Valuable customer satisfaction data can be gained to improve the shopping
experience, loyalty can be fostered by encouraging shoppers to return to the location, and you
can facilitate a smooth transition for shoppers who want to make the switch to your site when
researching their next purchase.
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STORE ABANDONMENT MESSAGING

Abandoned Store
beacon enabled

Exit detected

Did not purchase

Send email

Include treatment /
near oﬀers

Revenue attribution

Product page and shopping cart abandonment messages are proven revenue boosters.
This success should not be limited to your site!
Triggering a message when a shopper leaves a store will require some location-based
technologies, which are becoming much more intuitive and cost-effective for every
marketer, regardless of budget or resources.
The data science then comes into play when the shopper leaves the store without
making a purchase. Data from the unified profile can be used to populate the message
with the optimal incentive, relevant product recommendations, and align with the
channel most likely to convert the shopper. Based on the customer’s behavioral data,
the message can be targeted to the inbox or mobile app, or even be sent as an SMS text
message.

EVOLVE THE EXECUTION
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RETURNED GOODS RECOVERY
Expanded return policies have given shoppers the flexibility to purchase several products,
knowing they will return some of the items. This lack of accounting for the negative impact on
sales caused by returned items results in marketers using inflated revenue metrics to measure
the performance of their marketing programs.
You should ask your marketing platform provider how you can account for this data in your
reporting to get a more accurate picture of your conversions.
Returns are a fact of life for retailers, and with many off ering customers the option to return
goods in-store and online, marketers should seize these interactions as opportunities to
encourage shoppers to come back and find the right item.Product recommendations based on
the initial purchase that included the return, combined with previous shopping behavioral data,
channel preferences, and other site behavior can be used to create an engaging email that
encourages the shopper to re-engage with your brand.

Returned Goods
Recovery
Returned goods

Send email

Include treatment / recs
near oﬀers

Revenue attribution
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ConclusionThe days of building marketing messages meant to usher your shoppers along the
purchase path are gone. The dynamics of customer loyalty are shifting, and marketers must move
beyond marketing to these specific moments in the customer lifecycle.

To truly innovate and meet the ever-increasing consumer expectations for relevant interactions
across channels and devices, marketers must rethink how the data they collect is used to build
a full picture of the customer. Marketing messages must go beyond the traditional concepts of
a segmentation strategy and automating messages along the customer lifecycle to truly speak
to the individual.To succeed in this new era of commerce, marketers will need to rely on more
sophisticated data science and predictive modelling that can provide actionable insights beyond
the limits of the human brain.

Are you ready to take the first step into this new world of
commerce? Find out how the Emarsys B2C Cloud is the best
data science and execution platform for 1-to-1 personalization,
and how it can help maximize customer value.

ABOUT EMARSYS
Emarsys is a leading global provider of cloud marketing software for B2C companies, and the
first B2C Marketing Cloud. The company provides actionable intelligence to enterprises targeting
their customers, combining machine learning and data science with true personalization and
multichannel delivery to reach customers most effectively, while maximizing engagement and
results. With more than 500 employees in 16 global office locations, Emarsys serves more than
1,500 clients in 140 countries.
Founded in 2000, we’re one of the fastest growing and most innovative companies in the industry.
With more than 500 employees in 16 global office locations, Emarsys serves more than 1,500
clients in 140 countries. Every month, Emarsys segments and analyzes more than one billion
customer profiles and creates over 250,000 personalized campaigns, helping customers increase
revenues and ROI.

CONCLUSION
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